
Note that fn does not need to be declared nonlocal, 
since reassignment does not occur for fn.



1) The first call to scheme-eval evalutes the entire expression. scheme-eval realizes 
this expression is a call expression, so we scheme-eval the operator and all of the 
operands. The second and third operands are themselves expressions, so those are 
recursively evaluted as call expressions.
Thus, we need 5 calls to s scheme-eval to evaluate each call expression (including the 
outer most call expression),  and we need 13 calls to scheme-eval for each operator and 
number element, for a total of 5 + 13 = 18 calls.
There are 5 calls to scheme-apply in this case, because we are making 5 function 
applications.
Note that the functions in this problem, (+ - * /), are primitive procedures, which means 
there are not any recursive calls to scheme-eval from scheme-apply (look at the code for 
handling primitive procedures in scheme-apply). Remember that scheme-apply will 
need to call scheme-eval when evaluating the body of non-primitive functions. So, in this 
specific problem, scheme-apply does not recursively call scheme-eval at any point, since 
every function is a primitive function.



Tip: It might be helpful to draw the box-and-pointer diagram when 
approaching these problems. 



Comments: Notice that in_order always needs to return a list. Some 
common mistakes:

Not returning the empty list

Not returning tree.entry inside a list











The two “correct” solutions are 10 and 12. The solutions 4 and 9 occur 
when the two threads have interleaved execution. Note that answers 
that included 11 were marked as correct, since we haven’t discussed 
order of operations when it comes to threading. For the Summer 2013 
final, we won’t ask about parallelism when there’s an ambiguous order 
of operations, like this question has.



The two base cases handle 0 and 1 element lists. The compound fact 
handles that case where we have 2 or more elements by not including 
the second element of the first list, and then recursively using every-
other on the rest of the first list.



The key to this question is to figure out what each relation does, since the 
names don’t give off clues. moo “zips” (just like Python zip) elements together, 
fizz takes the first element and puts it at the end, and baz is simply map. 



so-far



This is a question from the Spring 2013 final. When tracing through 
dynamic scope questions, it’s incredibly helpful to draw the 
environment diagram. For mu calls, remember to extend the calling 
frame rather than the frame in which the mu was defined.



Note that this is essentially the stream of Fibonacci 
numbers, except the base case values are 3 and 4 
instead of 0 and 1.



This mirrors the structure of the problem pretty well: 
count up to a certain number, then when you get there, 
start at the beginning of the next bit. In this solution, k is 
the number we're counting to before starting over, while 
i is the number we're on.


